Quantitativeness of phase measurement by transport of intensity equation.
Based on the transport of intensity equation (TIE), a phase map can be readily retrieved from only three images of a focal series. The retrieval procedure does not require an iterative calculation and it is performed very fast with the use of the fast Fourier transform. However, it must be noted that sensitivity depends on the spatial frequency components and difficulties are encountered when phase information is retrieved to be of the same quality for all frequency components. Since the retrieved phase is influenced by conditions in which the focal series was taken, it is important to select the appropriate conditions and parameters used in this process. Optimal conditions to preserve the quantitativeness of phase maps measured by the TIE method are discussed theoretically and they are demonstrated by measuring phase shifts in silver particles. It was found that the high quantitativeness can be obtained by selecting appropriately a defocus difference and a high pass filter constant according to the frequency components for the objects.